The Trojans have become a hidden threat to computer security, how to identify various Trojan efficiently and accurately is a current research focus. In this paper, based on the research of SPID's attribute meters, we proposed a method to detect and identify Trojan that based on the SPID feature optimization. The method uses SPID attribute meters to analysis with common protocol, generating a model to identify Trojan. Then, get the combination of 12 attribute meters to identify Trojan by statistical the result of the recognition. Experimental results shows that the optimized combination of attribute meters have a high efficiency to identify Trojan based on keeping SPID detection accuracy.
Introduction
Trojan [1] is a destructive program, and it is the main threat to the security of the network and host. Trojans communicate with the remote control host by pretending to be a useful or interesting program. Trojan has very large hazards, so the Trojan detection technology becomes the hotspot of the information security.
Nowadays, Trojan detection technology can be divided into several methods [2] : (1) Each protocol model has a range of fingerprint feature [4] , which is the probability distribution of the application layer payload data or flow characteristics (size, direction, time of arrival, etc.). Each attribute meter is 2*256 arrays (see the example in Figure 1 ). The first line is the Counter vector, and the second line of is the Probability vector. Counter vector value is a positive integer, and each of the values expressed the value of each package to obtain in the corresponding index of this in the attribute meter. Calculate the Kullback-Leibler [5] (K-L)divergence of the session P with library model Q, calculate K-L value of the attribute meter value of P and Q, each attribute meter corresponds to a K-L value, last get the average K-L. For example, using attribute meter A, B, C to identify this session, calculate K-L value with default library model's attribute meter A, B, C, then get 3 K-L value, get the average K-Laver. K-L formula is as follows:
Compare the K-L aver with Pre-set threshold (equal 2.04), less than the threshold value, and the smallest value can be recognized P as protocol Q. 
SPID-based

Selection of SPID atrributemeters
The SPID is based on the statistical methods and it has 34 attributemeters available for free combination. Thus, we have to select the best combination of attributemeters for accurate identification of Trojan. The best attributemeters selection procedure is as follows:  Selected attributemeters which has common measure, Selection rules: the same attribute meter occurrences is greater than or equal to 4, the results are shown in Figure  4 ;
 Select the attribute meter that meets 4th step. Now, we selected 12 attributemeters, the column of Meter number is greater than or equal to 4 in Figure 4 .
Performance verification
Configuration 12 common attributemeters we selected, running SPID Algorithm Proof-of-Concept 0.4.6 [3] , capture network traffic packets P include PoisonIvy, PcShare through Wireshark.
First, test the effect of recognition of P1 to P34, take example of P1(PcShare), the results are shown in Figure 5 . Area ① are P1 packet information including the source The same method as above, test the packet p which includes PoisonIvy and PcShare, we know that the port 5555 of host computer 10.10.10.226 is PcShare, port 3460 is PoisonIvy, the result is shown in Figure 6 . Figure 6 . Effect of obfuscation packet P We conducted a number of experiments, using 12 attributemeters can be able to maintain the original SPID detection accuracy, but detection speed significantly improved, therefore, confirmed that the proposed method is accurate and efficient.
Conclusion and prospect
What we proposed is a principle to early identify Trojan, generate model library by refining the traffic of Trojan as well as the remaining common protocol, it contains 16 protocols and applications. Then, using statistical observation method to extract the 12 best combinations of attribute meters can identify the protocol of this model library. Finally, give the recognition result, so can be further verify the feasibility of this principle. However, due to the less type of model library, it can be identify the protocol which is in. In addition, the model library training is less, but theoretically, it is more accurate if it has enough training. These problems are the focus work of the future.
